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Warning : A luminaire with more than one power 
supply connection means shall be connected to 
only one branch circuit.

Rize SW, BIOSST, BIOSDY, Full 
Spectrum and SOLA are non-IC rated. 

Do not install with insulation directly on 
the fixture. Rize DUO is IC rated.
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  NOTE: Wire dimming conductors as Class 1

Make sure the power to the fixture (A) is turn off, 
the lens is installed on the fixture and protected by 
a cover. The spacer brackets (B) are in place, align 
with the obround holes of the flanges. Power feeds 
must be brought to the master fixture.

Install power cable (C) (by other) through the BX 
connector (D) (by other) and install onto the power 
plate (E) provided. Make electrical connections 
between power cable (C) and fixture cables using 
electrical marettes (F). Reinstall the power plate (E)
to the fixture (A). Number of wires may vary.

Prepare the areas where the fixtures are going to be 
installed. Cut holes in the drywall according to the 
dimensions [*] in the client drawings. Tape and finish 
the edges of the drywall.
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DRYWALL MUD FLANGE - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONSRIZE

This product must be installed in accordance 
with the National Electrical Code and all 

applicable local codes, by a person familiar with 
the construction and operation of the product, 
and the hazards involved.  proper grounding is 

required for safety.

Ce produit doit être installé suivant le code 
national de l’électricité, ainsi que tous les codes 
locaux applicables, par une personne familière 

avec la construction et le fonctionnement 
du produit, ainsi que tous les risques qui y 

sont associés. la mise à terre électrique est 
obligatoire pour la sécurité. 
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Plaster and sand over mud flange (I) to create a 
smooth finish.

Once fixture is attached to the ceiling, remove the 
spacer brackets (B).

If the fixture position need adjustments, remove 
screws (H) on one side of the fixture (A) and adjust it. 
Reinstall the screws once the position is settled.

To reinforce the screws (H) that maintain the fixture 
in the drywall, wood blocking (J) or drywall  anchors 
(K) must be used.

Fasten drywall screws (H) through the obround 
holes of the flanges (I).

To install the third power cable (G) (by other), repeat 
step 3.  Insert the fixture into pre-cut hole in drywall. 
Number of wires may vary.
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Bring the BX low voltage cable (M) that is already 
connected to the master fixture to the satellite 
fixture (K). Remove the power plate (L) and push the 
power knock out.

Make the connection between low voltage 
connector (P) to the satellite fixture’s (M) quick 
connector (O). Install the BX connector (N) to the 
power plate (F). Reinstall the power plate (F) to the 
fixture (M).

Install the satellite fixture (K) in the same manner as 
the master fixture (A).
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The BX Cable (N) is a 6’ BX Flexwhip with 2x 90o 3/8 
quick knock out

Once the mud is totally dry and painted, gently 
remove the cover. 
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